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1. INTRODUCTION
Consider the system of ordinary differential equations
u0 t q =G u t s f t , 1.1 .  .  .  . .
where f : R1 ª Rn is a continuous function with period 2p and G: Rn ª R1
w x  .has a continuous second partial derivative. As stated in 12 , 1.1 can be
interpreted as the Newtonian equation of motion of a mechanical system
subject to conservative internal forces and periodic external forces, and for
this reason at least it is important to determine sufficient conditions for
 .the existence of a unique 2p-periodic solution of 1.1 . Several authors
w x2]4, 7]9 have investigated this problem, and the following theorem has
been the subject of many extensions.
w x  .THEOREM 1.1 2, 4, 8 . Equation 1.1 has a unique 2p-periodic solution
 .if the so-called condition L is satisfied, namely that there exist constant
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symmetric matrices A, B g Rn=n such that
­ 2
nA F G a F B ;a g R , 1.2 .  .  . /­ x ­ xi j n=n
 .and there exist integers N k s 1, . . . , n such thatk
22N - l F m - N q 1 , 1.3 .  .k k k k
where l F l F ??? F l and m F m F ??? F m are the eigen¨alues of1 2 n 1 2 n
A and B, respecti¨ ely.
w xShen 11 has generalized Theorem 1.1 to obtain a theorem of which the
w x w x w xresults of Ahmad 2 , Brown and Lin 4 , and Lazer 8 are corollaries.
w x  .Subsequently Shen and Wolfe 12 have related 1.1 to an initial value
problem in terms of which a new set of sufficient conditions for the
 .existence of a unique 2p-periodic solution of 1.1 is given, and have shown
w x w xthat the results in 2, 4, 8 are consequences of Theorem 3.1 in 12 .
The purpose of this paper is to continue the investigation which began
w xin 12 . Weak sufficient conditions for the existence of a unique 2p-peri-
 .odic solution of 1.1 with boundary conditions are given. It is shown that
 . w x w xcondition 9 in 11 and the corresponding conditions in 2, 4, 8 are
unnecessary. It is also shown that the assumption of the finite limit of the
w x  . w xmaximum solution 6 of the initial value problem 3.8 in 12 is unneces-
sary.
2. PRELIMINARIES
w x n  .Let X be the set of functions u: 0, 2p ª R such that if u t s
  .. 2w xu t then for i s 1, . . . , n, u g L 0, 2p . Then X, with the usuali n=1 i
definitions of additions and multiplication by a scalar, and with the inner
 : 1product ? , ? : X = X ª R defined by




s u t ¨ t dt , .  . H i i
0is1
5 5 1is a Hilbert space. The mapping ? : X ª R is the norm corresponding to
the inner product.
Let D denote the set of functions u g X such that for i s 1, . . . , n, uY isi
w x Y 2w x  .  . X  .absolutely continuous on 0, 2p , u g L 0, 2p , u 0 s u 2p , and u 0i i i i
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X  .s u 2p . Let the linear operator L: D : X ª X be defined byi
Lu s yuY . 2.1 .
Then L is a densely defined self adjoint operator on X. Furthermore L is
w xclosed on D in the graph norm 5 . Therefore D is a Banach space with
A A 1respect to the graph norm ? : X ª R defined by
A A 5 5 5 5u s u q Lu . 2.2 .
5 5 5 X 5 5 Y 5The graph norm for D is equivalent to the Sobolev norm u q u q u ,
w xso by the Sobolev embedding theorem 1 , D has a compact embedding
X w xinto C 0, 2p wheren
X w x 1 n w xC 0, 2p s u: R ª R N u9 is continuous on 0, 2p . 4n
DEFINITION 2.1. Let D : X be open and connected. Then the continu-
 .ous mapping F: D : X ª X satisfies condition C if and only if for any
w .continuous function p: 0, a ª D : X such that
F p t s q t 0 F t - a , .  .  . .
 .  .  .where q t s 1 y t y q ty is any line in X, there is a sequence t such1 2 i
 .  .that t ª b i ª ` and lim p t exists and is in D.i iª` i
 .THEOREM 2.1 Plastock . Let F: D : X ª X be a local homeomor-
phism. Then F is a local homeomorphism of D onto X if and only if F satisfies
 .condition C .
w xFor more detail on Theorem 2.1 see Theorem 1.2 of 10 .
3. A NEW EXISTENCE THEOREM
Consider the boundary value problem
Y w xu t q =G u t s f t for almost all t g 0, 2p , .  .  . .  .
u 0 s u 2p , .  . 3.1 .
uX 0 s uX 2p . .  .
Suppose that G: Rn ª R1 has continuous second partial derivatives. Then
 n.  . n=n;a g R Q a g R is symmetric, where
­ 2
Q a s G a 3.2 .  .  . /­ x ­ xi j n=n
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 .and the boundary value problem 3.1 is equivalent to the operator
equation
Lu q N u s yf , 3.3 .  .
where N: D : X ª X is defined by
w xNu t s y=G u t t g 0, 2p . .  .  . .  .
Moreover, N is continuously differentiable, with
­ 2
XN u ¨ t s y G u t ¨ t .  .  .  . .  . /­ x ­ xi j n=n
w xs yQ u t ¨ t u , ¨ g D , t g 0, 2p .  . .  .
and
L q N X u s L y Q u . .  .
Let
F u s Lu q N u . 3.4 .  .  .
Then, with u g DÃ
F9 u u s Lu q N9 u u .  .Ã Ã
s Lu y Q u u. .Ã
 .  .  .For each u g D let g u F ??? F g u be the eigenvalues of Q u where1 n
each eigenvalue is counted according to its multiplicity.
LEMMA 3.1. Suppose that there exist positi¨ e real numbers N k sk
.1, . . . , n such that
22N - g u - N q 1 ;u g D . 3.5 .  .  .  .k k k
Then N is Lipschitz continuous on D.
Proof. If u, ¨ g D then
=G u y =G ¨ s Q j u y ¨ , .  .  .  .
where
j t s ¨ t q u t u t y ¨ t 0 - u t - 1 . .  .  .  .  .  . .  .
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 .By 3.5
2 5 5 2 5 5 2N u y ¨ - g j u y ¨ .1 1
 :F u y ¨ , Q j u y ¨ .  .  .
5 5 2F g j u y ¨ .n
2 25 5- N q 1 u y ¨ , .n
whence
5 5 5 5=G u y =G ¨ F K u y ¨ .  .
for some constant K.
 .  .  .LEMMA 3.2. Suppose that the eigen¨alues g u , . . . , g u of Q u satisfy1 n
 .3.5 . Then
 .  . 5  .y1 5  .a For each u g D, F9 u is in¨ertible and F9 u F C u , where
y1
22C u s min g u y N , N q 1 y g u ; .  .  .  . 4k k k k
1FkFn
 .  .b satisfies condition C .
 .Proof. a Consider the eigenvalue problem
Lu y Qu s lu. 3.6 .
 . 2  .Clearly, l is an eigenvalue of 3.6 if and only if l s m y g u for somek
 4 w x  .k g 1, . . . , n and for some integer m G 0 4 . By 3.5 , no eigenvalue of
 .3.6 is zero. Therefore for each f g X the linear system
Lu y Qu s f
w xhas a unique solution u g D, and by the spectral theorem 5
y1y15 5L y Q s d 0, s L y Q , 4 .  . .
 .   ..where s L y Q denotes the spectrum of L y Q and d 0, s L y Q
 .denotes the distance from 0 to s L y Q . Then
y1y1 225 5L y Q F min g u y N , N q 1 y g u . .  .  .  . 4k k k k
1FkFn
 .This proves a .
 .b First it is proved that F: D : X ª X is a closed mapping on D.
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 .For this purpose suppose that u g D k s 1, 2, . . . are such thatk
u ª u k ª ` 3.7 .  .k
and
F u ª y k ª ` , 3.8 .  .  .k
 .where u, y g X. By Lemma 3.1, 3.7 implies that 'z g D such that
 .  .  .  .  .=G u ª z k ª ` . Hence by 3.4 , L u ª y q z k ª ` . Since L isk k
 .  .closed on D it follows that u g D and z s =G u ; that is to say, F u s y.
Therefore F is closed on D.
Let p be the function in Definition 2.1, and let S s p t . Then 4 . 0 F t - a
 .  .  .F S is a closed set. In fact, suppose that y g F S k s 1, 2, . . . and thatk
 .  .  .y ª y k ª ` . Then there exist x g S k s 1, 2, . . . such that F x sk k k
y .k
 .Let e be an arbitrary sequence of real numbers such that e ª 0k k
 . w . 5  . 5 k ª ` . Then there exist t g 0, a , such that p t y x - e k sk k k k
.  .  .1, 2, . . . , and there exists a subsequence t of t such that t ª tk k kj j
 .  .  .  .j ª ` . Since p is continuous, it follows that p t ª p t j ª ` andk j
 .p t g S.
It follows from this inequality
5 5 5 5 5 5F p t y y F F p t y F x q F x y y .  . .  . /  /k k k kj j j j
  ..  .   ..  .that F p t ª y j ª ` and F p t s y. Therefore F S is a closedk j
set.
  ..  .  .Again, let p be as in Definition 2.1, so that F p t s q t 0 F t - a .
 .  .  .Now q is continuous, and because q t g F S 0 F t - a it follows that
 .  .  .  .q a g F S . Therefore there exists x g S such that F x s q a . Also
 .  .  .  .there exist t 0 F t - a i s 1, 2, . . . such that p t g S and p t ªi i i i
 . w .  .  .x i ª ` . Because t g 0, a there is a subsequence t of t such thati i ij
 .t ª t j ª ` .i j
Now
q a s F x .  .
s lim F p t . /i jjª`
s q t .
 .so t s a and F satisfies condition C .
THEOREM 3.1. Suppose that G: Rn ª R1 has continuous second partial
 .  .  .deri¨ ati¨ es and that the eigen¨alues of Q u satisfy 3.5 ;u g D . Then, for
each f g X there exists a unique solution u* of the boundary ¨alue problem
 .3.1 .
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 .  .  .Proof. By Lemma 3.2 a , F9 u is invertible ;u g D whence F is a
 .  .local homeomorphism at each u g D. Moreover, by Lemma 3.2 b , F u
 .satisfies condition C . Therefore, by Theorem 1.1, F is a homeomorphism
of D onto X, so that for each f g X there exists a unique solution u* of
 .the boundary value problem 3.1 .
Thus it has been shown that, for the existence of a unique 2p-periodic
 .  . w xsolution of 3.1 the condition 9 in 11 and the corresponding conditions
w xin 2, 4, 8 are unnecessary, and that Theorem 3.1 generalizes the corre-
w xsponding results in 2, 4, 8, 11 .
w x  .Shen and Wolfe 12 relate 1.1 to an initial value problem. Theorem 1.1
of the present paper makes the assumption of a finite limit of the
w x  . w xmaximum solution 6 of the initial value problem 3.8 in 12 unnecessary.
 .The condition 3.5 is a sufficient condition for the existence of a unique
 .2p-periodic solution of the boundary value problem 3.1 . However, for
 .certain boundary value problems of the form 3.1 there would be no
 .2p-periodic solution if 3.5 were not satisfied. Consider the boundary
value problem
u0 q u s ysin t ,
u 0 s u 2p , .  . 3.9 .
u9 0 s u9 2p . .  .
 .  .There exists a unique solution u t s tr2 cos t of the differential equa-
 .tion in the boundary value problem 3.9 . This solution does not satisfy
 .2p-periodic boundary conditions. In fact Q u has the eigenvalue g s 1
 .which does not satisfy the condition 3.5 . This is the reason for choosing
 .example 3.9 which illustrates the fact that because N s g s 1 is not1
 .  .consistent with 3.5 the problem 3.9 has no 2p-periodic solution.
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